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ABSTRACT: The sources and sinks of nitrous oxide, as control emissions to the atmosphere, are generally poorly constrained for
most environmental systems. Initial depth-resolved analysis of nitrous oxide flux from observation wells and the proximal surface
within a nitrate contaminated aquifer system revealed high subsurface production but little escape from the surface. To better
understand the environmental controls of production and emission at this site, we used a combination of isotopic, geochemical, and
molecular analyses to show that chemodenitrification and bacterial denitrification are major sources of nitrous oxide in this
subsurface, where low DO, low pH, and high nitrate are correlated with significant nitrous oxide production. Depth-resolved
metagenomes showed that consumption of nitrous oxide near the surface was correlated with an enrichment of Clade II nitrous
oxide reducers, consistent with a growing appreciation of their importance in controlling release of nitrous oxide to the atmosphere.
Our work also provides evidence for the reduction of nitrous oxide at a pH of 4, well below the generally accepted limit of pH 5.
KEYWORDS: nitrous oxide, denitrification, chemodenitrification, nosZ, isotopic fractionation, flux, pH

■ INTRODUCTION
Increasing nitrous oxide in the atmosphere, an ozone-
destructive and potent greenhouse gas with an atmospheric
half-life of more than 100 years,1 is associated primarily with its
emission from low oxygen aquatic systems, wastewater
treatment, and systems impacted by changing land use and
agriculture. Produced by both biotic and abiotic processes, the
only known sink for nitrous oxide below the stratosphere is the
microbial reduction to N2 by the nitrous oxide reductase
(NosZ) enzyme. Although nitrous oxide is a thermodynami-
cally more favorable electron acceptor (E0 = 1.77 V) than
oxygen (E0 = 0.815 V), competition experiments with
characterized facultative anaerobes have shown that nitrous
oxide reduction is not always the preferred electron acceptor
over a wide range of oxygen concentrations.2−4 This could

reflect the stoichiometric differences in energy yield for the
alternative substrates since oxygen has a higher energy yield
than nitrous oxide on a mole of oxidant basis and may be the
more relevant limiting substrate in many environments.
Regardless of mechanism, what would appear to be a highly
favorable electron acceptor even in the presence of oxygen is
lost to the atmosphere from many environments, including
soils (0.0006 ± 0.0023 μmol m−2 s−1 [mean ± standard
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deviation]5−10), marine systems (0.0019 ± 0.0035 μmol m−2

s−111−16), and freshwater systems (0.0029 ± 0.0068 μmol m−2

s−117). Since it is primarily the balance between production
and microbial consumption that determines the emission to
the atmosphere, improved predictive modeling of nitrous oxide
emissions will depend on integrated studies designed to resolve
the spatial and temporal distribution of its sources and sinks
and better constrain the biotic and abiotic variables influencing
those processes.

Although terrestrial nitrous oxide consumption is recognized
to be solely an enzymatic process, both biotic (denitrification,
codenitrification, nitrification, nitrifier-denitrification) and
abiotic (chemodenitrification) processes control production.
Apart from the need to resolve those alternative sources of
production, environmental variables influencing consumption
by the activities of organisms expressing the Clade I (a.k.a.,
typical) or Clade II (a.k.a., atypical) NosZ variant may have a
significant impact on emissions of nitrous oxide.18−20 This is
suggested by reports of the differential distribution of these
variants in diverse ecosystems, including soils and marine
oxygen minimum zones, and a few reports of differences in
uptake kinetics and sensitivity to oxygen.21−24 However, there
remains a limited understanding of physiological differences
and the environmental variables controlling the distribution
and activity of the two variants. This information is essential
for improved modeling of the flux of this environmentally
active gas to the atmosphere, as well as for developing
management tools for abatement.22

Here, we present the use of combined activity, molecular,
geochemical, gas flux, and isotopic measurements to resolve
the sources and sinks of nitrous oxide in a heavily nitrate
contaminated low pH groundwater system on the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL) Reservation.25 We used the
isotopic composition of nitrogen species to qualitatively
demonstrate that both biotic and abiotic processes contributed
to significant production of nitrous oxide,26 with biotic
production correlated with high numbers ofRhodanobacter
species.27−29 In turn, isotopic analyses of nitrous oxide
consumption from observation wells, showed active biological
reduction at pH values as low as 4, well below values generally
thought inhibitory for reduction and only previously observed
in a Rhodanobacter enriched reactor community.30 An
associated depth-resolved genomic characterization of nosZ

implicated the Clade II variant in the suppression of surface
emissions. Thus, at this site, organisms expressing the Clade II
NosZ appear to be the major contributor to the consumption
of nitrous oxide, functioning to largely suppress surface
emissions of this potent greenhouse gas.23,24

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Field Site. The observation wells characterized in this study

are located at the Field Research Center (FRC) on the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) Reservation and hydrauli-
cally down-gradient of the capped contaminant source,
previously the S3 disposal ponds at the Y12 site. Leaching of
materials disposed in the ponds from radionuclide processing
have contributed to a low pH (3−6.5), high nitrate (>1 M)
groundwater contaminated by organics, radionuclides, and
heavy metals.31 Most contamination is distributed in the
deeper saturated and variably saturated zones (SZs), with less
and more variable contamination in the vadose zone (VZ), the
region of sediment below the ground surface and above the
variably SZ.32

Quantification of Nitrous Oxide Flux. Nitrous oxide and
carbon dioxide fluxes from multiple well-heads were quantified
using a Picarro gas analyzer (G2508), recirculating pump
(A0702), Eosense multiplexer (eosMX), and Eosense flux
chambers (eosAC) with 30 m connections between the
chambers and the multiplexer unit. Flux chambers were
mounted on 6 wells located in an area immediately
hydraulically down-gradient of the capped S3 disposal ponds
(Figure 1). Flux values were determined by averaging the slope
of ppm vs time from a 60 s window over data collected from 2
to 5 min after purging the connections. The complete analysis
and data are available in the Supporting Information at
10.6084/m9.figshare.24196218. The limit of flux detection for
this system was approximately 10−4 and 10−2 μmol m−2 s−1 for
nitrous oxide and carbon dioxide, respectively.33 Flux from
each location was normalized to the surface area of the flux
chamber for surface measurements or the cross-sectional area
of the well casing for well measurements (Table S1).
Assays for Biotic and Abiotic Nitrous Oxide

Production Activity in the Subsurface. Groundwater
biomass collected on filters was used for the acetylene block
characterization. Approximately 2 L of groundwater was
collected on a 0.22 μm PES membrane filter (Sterlitech) by

Figure 1. (A) Schematic of the field site showing the location of the contamination source (capped S3 pond) and sampling locations. Wells that
were sampled for isotopic analysis and chemistry are represented by colored circles. Wells monitored for nitrous oxide flux are shown as black
circles. Surface positions for flux measurements are marked with gray circles. The location of sediment core EB106 is marked with a black square.
(B) Profile of well screen depths (striped region) used for groundwater sampling. The approximate location of the groundwater table is designated
with a horizontal blue line, and the VZ and SZ are annotated to the right of the figure.
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vacuum filtration and used to inoculate 160 mL serum bottles
containing 50 mL of filtered groundwater with and without
nutrient amendment, and with and without acetylene. Each
serum bottle received 1/8 segment of the filter, allowing for
duplicate incubations. Nitrate and/or organic carbon were
amended via 2.5 mL of a 100 mM sodium nitrate solution or a
solution containing 100 mM sodium lactate, sodium acetate,
monosodium glutamate, and sodium benzoate. The final
concentration of nitrate and carbon added was 4.5 mM each,
but this does not account for any carbon or nitrogen present in
the original sample. Acetylene was added to the headspace to a
final concentration of 1% from a 10% acetylene stock in
dinitrogen, and the bottles were incubated in the dark at
ambient temperature (22 °C). Nitrous oxide accumulation in
the headspace was quantified by GC-ECD over a four-day
period, collecting gas samples in 12 mL exetainers by 2.5 mL
syringe transfer on day 0, 1 mL on day 2, and 0.5 mL on day 4.
Analysis of Nitrate, Nitrite, and Nitrous Oxide

Isotopic Composition. Environmental samples for nitrogen
and oxygen isotopic characterization were collected from eight
wells on October 2, 17, 30, and November 13, 2019 (Figure
1). Samples for nitrous oxide analysis were collected by
pumping approximately 100 g of unfiltered groundwater
directly into 1 L multilayer foil sampling bags (Restek
22950) to minimize off-gassing. Each bag contained 0.5 mL
of 10 M NaOH, to achieve a pH of at least 12 for sample
preservation before shipping to the Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institution (WHOI) for analysis. All nitrous oxide
sampling materials were flushed with dinitrogen gas (Airgas,
Radnor, PA) before sample collection to minimize atmospheric
contamination. Groundwater for nitrate and nitrite analysis was
filtered (0.2 μm PES) and stored in 20 mL Nalgene
scintillation vials (ThermoFisher 2003-9050) with minimal
headspace before shipping to WHOI for analysis. Water
samples for analysis of water δ2H & δ18O were filtered through
0.2 μm PES syringe filters and stored without a headspace in 2
mL glass GC vials (ThermoFisher C4010-1W) sealed with
septa screw caps (ThermoFisher C4010-40A) before shipping
to the University of California at Davis for analysis by Off-Axis
Integrated Cavity Output Spectroscopy (Off-Axis ICOS). All
samples were stored at 4 °C before shipping.

Nitrate stable N and O isotope composition was determined
using the denitrifier method, wherein nitrate was quantitatively
converted to nitrous oxide by a cultured denitrifying bacteria
lacking nitrous oxide reductase.34,35 Approximately 20−40
nmol of sample nitrate was used to produce nitrous oxide,
which was purified and cryogenically trapped using a
customized purge-and-trap under a continuous flow of helium
before introduction to an Isoprime100 isotope ratio mass
spectrometer (IRMS). Nitrate isotope reference materials
(USGS 32, USGS 34, and USGS 35) were analyzed
periodically to correct any size or drift and to normalize
sample isotope composition. Typical reproducibility for δ15N
was ±0.3‰ and for δ18O is ±0.4‰. Concentrations of nitrate
(working range of 0.5−800 mg/L) were determined on a
Dionex ICS-2100 (ThermoFisher Scientific, USA) equipped
with an autosampler (Dionex AS40) and an Dionex IonPac
AS11-HC column (4 × 250 mm) at room temperature with a
KOH effluent gradient of 0−60 mM at 1.0 mL/min. The
nitrate concentrations at this site were more than 700-fold
higher than accompanying nitrite concentrations; therefore,
the impact of nitrite on the analysis of nitrate would be less
than the error of the measurement.

Nitrite stable N and O isotope composition was determined
after conversion to nitrous oxide in acetic-acid buffered sodium
azide,36 followed by analysis using the same purge-and-trap
system described above. Isotopic ratios are reported in
reference to calibrated values of internal lab nitrite standards
(WILIS 10, WILIS 11, and WILIS 20). Typical reproducibility
for δ15N and δ18O is ±0.2 and ±0.3‰, respectively.

Nitrous oxide isotope analyses were conducted as follows. A
0.2 to 2 mL subsample of the headspace from the multilayer
foil sampling bags was injected into a 25 mL serum bottle
previously purged with ultrahigh purity helium. Subsamples of
this primary dilution were injected into evacuated 20 mL
autosampler vials for analysis on the purge-and-trap system.
Repeat analyses were conducted to account for large variations
in the nitrous oxide concentrations of field samples. Isotope
ratios (δ15N and δ18O) were normalized by regular comparison
to analyses of USGS 51 and USGS 52, which have similar δ15N
and δ18O but differing site preference (i.e., the difference
between the position specific δ15N composition in the central
alpha versus outer beta position in the nitrous oxide molecule),
using a semiautomated aliquot system on the purge-and-trap. A
range of injection volumes of nitrous oxide isotopic analyses
from a reference tank was used to correct for any injection
volume linearity effects. Typical reproducibility for δ15N and
δ18O was ±0.3 and ±0.4‰, respectively, and ±1.0‰ for site
preference. Normalized isotopic signatures were calculated as
described in Yu et al. 2020,26 equations can also be found in
the Supporting Information.
Depth Resolved Metagenomic Analysis of Denitrifi-

cation Gene Distribution in Sediment Cores. DNA
recovered from sediment samples was sequenced by using
the Illumina platform for metagenome assembly. DNA
extraction, sequencing, read quality control, and assembly are
described in Lui et al. 2024.37 Briefly, DNA was extracted using
the Qiagen PowerMax soil kit with some modifications as
described by Lui et al. 2024 and Wu et al. 2023 and prepped
with the Illumina Nextera Flex kit (now called the Illumina
DNA Prep kit).37,38 Reads were deposited in NCBI’s Sequence
Read Archive in BioProject PRJNA1001011 under accession
numbers SAMN36786281-SAMN36786357. Illumina reads
were quality filtered and trimmed using BBTools 38.86 and
assembled with SPAdes Version 3.15.4.39−41

A table of metagenome parameters and relevant sample
information is included in the Supporting Information (Table
S3). Samples were coassembled if they were sample replicates
from the same groundwater or sediment sample. Co-assemblies
are outlined in Table 1 of Lui et al. 2024.37 Genes were called
using Prodigal Version 2.6.3 with parameters “-c-n-p meta”.42

Gene annotation was accomplished using eggNOG-mapper
version 2.1.7 with parameters “-m diamond-query_cover 50-
subject_cover 50”.43 Individual genes (e.g., nosZ) were
extracted using a textual search on the annotation output.
Quality-filtered and trimmed reads were mapped to contigs to
obtain coverage values using BWA version 0.7.17-r1188.44 We
used the BWA-MEM algorithm with the default parameters.
Average coverage was calculated for each contig by dividing
the total number of bases mapped to the contig by the length
of the contig. Relative abundance of a gene was determined by
summing the average coverage of each contig that contained
that gene and normalizing to the total mapped reads of that
sample.
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■ RESULTS
Impact of Groundwater Recharge on the Chemical

and Isotopic Composition of Nitrogen Oxides at the
FRC. The sampling of FRC groundwater from the SZ
bracketed a dry period (August 29, 2019−October 16, 2019)
followed by a two-week period of frequent rains that raised the
water table (Figures 2 and S2). The rain-associated recharge

was correlated with an approximate 0.5 unit drop in pH for all
wells except for FW106, which remained at pH 4. The
dissolved oxygen was relatively constant at 0.2 ± 0.2 mg/L for
most wells. Relatively invariant isotopic composition of the
water (δ18O and δ2H) during the observation period suggested
that rain increased groundwater flow at the observed depths
but did not alter its sources (Figure S3). However, isotopic
composition did show that some nearby deep wells received
water from at least two different sources, pointing to significant
hydraulic heterogeneity, which was also reflected in changing
nitrate concentrations over time. Groundwater nitrate
originating from the former S3 waste disposal pond generally
was within the range of 10−100 mM but reached 140 mM in
some wells in the later part of the sampling period (October
30, 2019).

The isotopic composition of groundwater nitrate from the
sampling wells was relatively constant but enriched in 15N and
18O relative to commonly reported values for synthetic nitrate
(Figure S4), the expected source of nitrate in the S3 ponds.
The relatively constant isotopic composition of nitrate
throughout the observation period, despite excursions in
concentration, suggested a combination of (1) an isotopically
enriched source nitrate and (2) variable dilution and reduction
of the primary source near the disposal pond before entering
the groundwater or in transit to the sampled well (Figures 3
and S5). A notable exception was observed in groundwater
from FW106, where the nitrate contributing to the increased
well water concentration following the rain event exhibited

markedly lower δ15N and δ18O values. Thus, there appear to be
multiple sources of nitrate, some having experienced less
denitrification and therefore maintaining proportionately lower
δ15N and δ18O values.

The time-dependent nitrate concentrations and isotopic
composition of groundwater in FW106 could also reflect the
importance of reactive transport in the system. An increase in
the subsurface flow rate following rain (Figure 2A) likely
reduced the period of time nitrate was acted upon by microbial
activity, retaining the lighter isotopic signature of the source.
The isotopic shifts likely reflect primarily denitrification
activity since more than 5 mM ammonia would be required
for a measurable impact by nitrification or nitrifier-
denitrification, a concentration greatly exceeding reported
groundwater values of less than 0.5 mM (Figure S4).32

Together, these observations reflect the complex hydrology
contributing to different local nitrate sources in this highly
altered system and highlight the need for improved reactive
transport modeling of the site.
Sources and Sinks of Subsurface Nitrous Oxide.

Nitrous oxide was quantified both in groundwater and as
mass fluxes from separate wells screened at distinct depths.
Here, we examine biotic and abiotic sources of production in
groundwater through isotopic composition and activity
measurements. We consider the gas flux data in relationship
to possible nitrous oxide sinks in the following section.

Figure 2. Impact of rain events on water table height (A) and pH (B)
of selected wells. The months prior to sampling for isotopes (arrows,
A) received less than 0.5 cm of rain per day. That dry period was
followed by days of significant rain (bar plot, A) that restored the
water table [colored filled circles, (A)] and coincided with a drop in
pH [colored filled circles, (B)] for all but one well (FW106, purple).

Figure 3. Nitrate concentration and isotopic composition were
relatively constant throughout the time of sampling, indicating limited
excursions in reaction or transport except for FW106. An increase in
the nitrate concentration of water sampled from FW106 following
rain (A) correlated with a shift to a lighter isotopic composition
(B,C), suggesting a more variable influence of nitrate reduction on
this water mass.
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Multiple processes, both biotic and abiotic, are known to
contribute to nitrous oxide production. The primary
contributing activities are denitrification by bacteria, archaea,
and fungi, nitrification by bacteria and archaea, chemo-
denitrification, and dissimilatory nitrate reduction to ammo-
nium by bacteria. The individual contributions to nitrous oxide
production in an environmental system can be partially
resolved by analyzing the natural isotopic composition of
nitrous oxide. Analysis of the nitrous oxide site preference (SP)
from multiple wells over a several weeks period (Figures 4 and
S7) revealed both relatively stable (e.g., FW106, FW127,
FW126, and FW103) and highly variable SP patterns (e.g.,
FW128, FW024, FW026, and FW104), with evidence for
major contributions from both denitrification and chemo-
denitrification based on published meta-analyses of both pure
culture and natural systems with defined or verified activity.26

The importance of chemodenitrification at this site is also
supported by incubations with acetylene to block the NosZ
activity. Active biological production and consumption of
nitrous oxide was observed in groundwater sampled from
GW271 in an area of low contamination, up gradient from the
primary source of contamination, as shown by nitrous oxide
accumulation only when acetylene was added to samples
amended with organic carbon and nitrate. Addition of
acetylene, organic carbon, and nitrate resulted in accumulation
of significant nitrous oxide not observed with acetylene
addition alone, indicative of the stimulation of a biotic source
of nitrous oxide in areas of low carbon availability (Figure 5).
In contrast, nitrous oxide production was observed for all
treatments of highly contaminated groundwater sampled from
FW106. The stimulation of production by addition of both
carbon and acetylene is consistent with nitrous oxide primarily
originating from an abiotic source and lesser from a biotic
source. Nitrite was present at concentrations ranging from
below detection (i.e., <0.5 μM) to 66 μM (mean = 7.8, median
= 6.2) (Figure S6), consistent with it serving as a short-lived
coreactant in chemodenitrification via iron oxidation as has
been reported previously.27 Although reduced iron or other
natural reductants driving abiotic production have not been
identified, the total iron concentration in groundwater is in the
range of 60−180 g per kg of sediment and microbial reduction
could provide a source of reduced iron.32

Biological consumption of nitrous oxide was suggested by
the elevated δ18O and δ15N values of the nitrous oxide pool.
Assuming the source was a combination of chemodenitrifica-
tion and bacterial denitrification, as indicated by a mixing line
between their previously reported values, enrichment in δ18O
and δ15N of the nitrous oxide pool is likely due to a change in
the source or an increase in contribution of nitrous oxide
reduction (Figures 4 and S7).26 The contribution of nitrous
oxide reduction to isotopic enrichment was evident in several
wells, as exemplified by well FW106. The decrease in the
nitrous oxide concentration in groundwater received by this
well on October 30, 2019 was correlated with strong increases
in δ18O and δ15N values. The transient increase in nitrous
oxide reduction activity appeared to be a system-level response
to rainfall associated changes in pH and nitrate concentration
(Figures 2, 3, S2, S5), and presumably other nutrients were
flushed with this recharge event. However, the high variability
in chemistry and biological response among wells colocalized
by position and depth is additional evidence for subsurface
hydraulic heterogeneity (Figures 4 and S7).

Surface and Subsurface Flux of Nitrous Oxide. Nitrous
oxide flux was measured at the surface and from wells screened
at different depths to identify the regions of production and
consumption (Figure 6). To correct for diffusion effects
through the soil and sediment, the fluxes from wells were
multiplied by the relative diffusion coefficient of a gas in
homogeneous low porosity sand or clay (porosity = 0.2)
compared to open air (Dsoil/Dair = 0.03) (Figures 6 and S9,
Supporting Information).45 This diffusion model is supported
by the flux response to rain events (Figure 6) where the

Figure 4. Temporal dynamics of nitrous oxide concentration (A) and
isotopic composition (B) in the groundwater. Error bars show
standard deviations of at most triplicate technical replicates. Active
but variable biotic consumption of nitrous oxide is inferred from the
increases in δ15N (B) and δ18O (C) associated with its reduction.
Among wells and sampling periods, the most active reduction of
source nitrous oxide was observed in well FW106 on October 30, as
reflected by both the depletion of nitrous oxide and its corresponding
enrichment in the heavier isotopes (B,C). The site preference (SP) of
nitrous oxide and enrichment δ18O values normalized by the 18O/16O
of the accompanying groundwater (C) are consistent with both a
mixed biotic-abiotic source of nitrous oxide and consumption through
biotic reduction. Colored arrows denote the time course of
compositional change of samples taken from each well as shown in
panels (A,B). The black arrow indicates the temporal direction in SP
and δ18O composition when only biotic reduction acts on a sample.
The solid black line connecting bacterial denitrification (bD, cyan
box) and chemodenitrification (cD, magenta box) shows the expected
variation in SP for a linear combination of both processes.26 See
Supporting Information Figure S7 for additional data.
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increased sediment water content from rain restricted gas flow
and increased well concentrations of nitrous oxide. The
corrected fluxes were generally the highest near the variably SZ
and decreased with proximity to the surface. Surface emissions
were near the limit of detection and only somewhat higher
near FW126, a location known to have higher permeability due
to a gravel drainage channel (Supporting Information, Figure
S9). The exception to this trend were higher fluxes measured
from one shallow well (SG010). The proximity of SG010 to
SG004, a well of much lower flux, suggests the higher flux in
SG010 reflects either channeling due to subsurface hetero-
geneity or its localization in a hot spot of activity.

The general shape of the nitrous oxide flux profile suggests
that nitrous oxide produced within the saturated and variably
SZs is consumed by microbiota in the sediment column (VZ)
before reaching the surface. In contrast, carbon dioxide flux, a
more general measure of total heterotrophic microbial activity,
increased from deeper depths to the near surface before
decreasing at the surface. The lower surface flux likely reflects a
normalization of flux as noted by the high temporal variability
of well measurements (Figure S8) but steady emission from
the surface, although autotrophic activity and carbon
equilibration may be contributing factors (Figure 6).46,47

These profiles both support a metabolically active VZ,
potentially dominated by heterotrophic activity producing
carbon dioxide and respiring available electron acceptors
including nitrous oxide. However, an unusual feature of
subsurface fluxes was high variability over a 24 h period, with
the highest fluxes generally observed during the day (Figure
S8). Published observations of similar diel variation in surface
emissions from a variety of soil systems have been associated
with diel variation in temperature.48,49 Our observations of a
diel cycling trend for nitrous oxide in an environment of near-
constant temperature suggest a contribution of other factors
and the sensitivity of this system to relatively minor shifts in

water and nutrient movement, possibly related to surrounding
land use.
Depth Resolved Mapping of the Genetic Potential for

Nitrous Oxide Production and Consumption. A meta-
genomic analysis of soil cores collected from within and
outside the contaminant plume was used to examine the
depth-resolved relationship between the two nosZ variants and
the nitrous oxide flux. The reductases were identified using co-
occurrence of an ancillary gene (nosR). NosR is an FMN-
binding flavoprotein present only in characterized Clade I
organisms and implicated in electron transfer from the quinone
pool to NosZ.21 Since nosR is absent in Clade II organisms, the
variants can be distinguished by the distribution of nosZ and
nosR. Abundance of Clade I or II encoding populations was

Figure 5. Acetylene block characterization of alternative nitrous oxide
sources in FRC groundwater. A significant abiotic source of nitrous
oxide in groundwater was supported by the addition of acetylene to
block NosZ activity. Addition of acetylene to contaminated low pH
groundwater sampled from FW106, with and without organic carbon
supplementation, showed only a slight increase in production relative
to that of unamended samples (upper panel). In contrast, all
production in groundwater from a well (GW271) outside the
contamination plume could be attributed to a biotic source when
amended with organic carbon, nitrate, and acetylene (lower panel).
Error bars represent the standard deviation of duplicate mesocosm
experiments taken in November 2016 (FW106) and March 2017
(GW271).

Figure 6. Nitrous oxide and carbon dioxide subsurface and surface
flux. Nitrous oxide and carbon dioxide fluxes were determined from
wells screened at different depths to estimate the flux of gas through
the sediment column from September 22−27, 2019, representing at
least 11 measurements for each location (A). Relative flux, as plotted,
is the flux of a well normalized to the maximum observed for that well.
All surface measurements are plotted to highlight their collectively
negligible contributions. Two wells, FW117 and SG010, were
monitored for an extended time to correlate well measurements
with surface measurements taken October 7−9, 2019. The deeper
well, FW117, was insensitive to rain events, while the shallower well,
SG010, showed an increased flux on days with rain (B,C). Only
FW117 and SG010 were monitored during the rain events.
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determined by multiplying the abundance of nosR (Clade I) or
nosZ-nosR (Clade II) relative to all genes in a sample,
respectively, by the cells/gram of sediment at that location as
measured previously.32 This revealed a clear separation by
depth in the core (EB106) collected from an area of high
subsurface flux and low surface emissions (Figure 7). Clade II
was the most abundant variant in the upper VZ, both
numerically and as a fraction of all nosZ, whereas Clade I
comprised a higher fraction of the two variants in the more
acidic (pH ∼ 4) saturated region immediately above the water
table. Thus, organisms expressing Clade II NosZ appear to be a
major contributor to the consumption of nitrous oxide in this
region of high subsurface nitrous oxide flux, functioning to
largely suppress surface emissions of a potent greenhouse gas.
This role of Clade II NosZ has also been proposed by others,
based on observations in soil and the marine oxygen minimal
zones.23,24 In contrast to the core from within the
contaminated zone, nitrous oxide off-gassing from all depths
of the core (EB271) collected outside the contaminant plume
was orders of magnitude lower than from EB106 immediately
following coring.32 Here, vertical stratification of Clade I and
Clade II was less apparent with the two variants more equally
distributed with depth.

Although our analysis clearly implicates Clade II in the
suppression of nitrous oxide emissions, the physiological and
environmental factors controlling the distribution and activity
of organisms expressing either variant are very poorly
constrained. Some available data point to a higher affinity for
nitrous oxide and less inhibition by oxygen.4,19,50 However, our
data point to much more complex environmental controls of
the distribution and activity. Also, since most of the Clade II
containing organisms identified in our metagenomic survey are
not represented in any of the major culture collections, a future
emphasis on cultivation and isolation of environmentally
relevant representatives will be key to constraining models to
accurately predict net emission of nitrous oxide from the soil to
the atmosphere.

Another physiologically and environmentally relevant feature
of the denitrification pathway, based on complete genome
sequence surveys, is the spotty organismal composition of
genes in the canonical pathway. Complete pathway organisms
appear to be relatively rare; most often, the pathway is
interrupted or truncated. Some populations encode nosZ but
lack other denitrification genes, known as nondenitrifying

nitrous oxide reducers.51 One consequence of fragmented
pathway distribution is the organismal production of environ-
mentally important intermediates (nitrite, nitric oxide, and
nitrous oxide), suggesting their importance to combined biotic
and abiotic activities and organismal partnering for achieving
complete denitrification. The ecological significance of
organismal partnering and environmental conditions condu-
cive to partnering are mostly unrecognized and understudied
areas of research.

The well-grounded dogma that “the environment selects”
makes the Oak Ridge Field Research Center an important test
bed for refining the understanding of the impact of gene
variants, organism pathway composition and partnering, and
environmental factors governing both biotic and abiotic
nitrogen transformation and loss. The environment is not
only selective (genotype) but also governs functional activity
(phenotype). For example, even among organisms encoding
the complete pathway, environmental factors such as pH,
metal availability, and oxygen concentration influence the
oxidation state of the final nitrogen product. Low pH, as is
common at this field site, is well recognized to promote nitrous
oxide production by inhibiting NosZ activity.52 Yet the
isotopic composition of nitrous oxide at the ORNL reservation
clearly indicates NosZ activity at a pH of 4 (Figure 4). As a
more complete collection of field relevant organisms is brought
into culture for genetic and physiological characterization,
those data will further inform field-based process observations.
In turn, ongoing process-directed metagenomic, isotopic,
chemical, and activity surveys will serve to identify locations
within this contaminated field site for the hypothesis testing
essential to developing more predictive models of reactive
nitrogen transformation and flux.
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The Supporting Information is available free of charge at
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Figure 7. Depth distribution of nosZ variants within (EB106) and outside (EB271) the contaminant plume. The water table was approximately 3 m
below the ground surface at the time of sampling.
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